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Abstract—Nodes in disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) usu-
ally exhibit repetitive motions. Several recently proposed DTN
routing algorithms have utilized the DTNs’ cyclic properties
for predicting future forwarding. The prediction is based on
metrics abstracted from nodes’ contact history. However, the
robustness of the encounter prediction becomes vital for DTN
routing since malicious nodes can provide forged metrics or
follow sophisticated mobility patterns to attract packets and gain
a significant advantage in encounter prediction. In this paper, we
examine the impact of the blackhole attack and its variations in
DTN routing. We introduce the concept of encounter tickets to
secure the evidence of each contact. In our scheme, nodes adopt
a unique way of interpreting the contact history by making
observations based on the collected encounter tickets. Then,
following the Dempster-Shafer theory, nodes form trust and
confidence opinions towards the competency of each encountered
forwarding node. Extensive real-trace-driven simulation results
are presented to support the effectiveness of our system.

Index Terms—Blackhole attacks, disruption-tolerant networks
(DTNs), encounter tickets, observation, PKI, security, uncertainty

I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike traditional networks, where packets are forwarded
along fixed links, disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) [1] al-
low packet forwarding along intermittent links. Consequently,
traditional stable-link-based routing and packet forwarding
protocols are not applicable to DTNs, since a contemporaneous
end-to-end path may never exist. Therefore, nodes use an
underlying store-and-forward model of routing to cope with
unstable paths, usually caused by high mobility and a low
density of nodes.

In existing practical DTNs, such as the UMass Diesel-
Net [2], real objects’ movements usually follow repetitive
patterns. Due to this repetitive nature, future encounters can
be estimated based on the gathered history. Routing in DTNs
with predicted encounters is an active research area. Existing
routing schemes, such as MaxProp [3] and ProPHET [4],
use metrics, such as the number of previous encounters the
current node has had with other nodes, as the primary factor
to evaluate the competency of a forwarding node.

However, these metrics are usually provided by forwarding
nodes themselves, and are hard to verify in DTNs due to
intermittent links. Besides, commonly used metrics in existing
DTN routing schemes, such as the total number of previous
encounters in [3] or last encounter time in [5], are too straight
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Fig. 1. Blackhole attack. Links denote the existence of previous encounters.
B is the attacker. The table beside each node shows the actual number of
encounters. B gives A forged numbers of encounters to attract packets.

forward and easily lend themselves to be forged. In this paper,
we propose a robust encounter prediction system that is secure
against such malicious nodes.

The unique features of DTNs pose unique security chal-
lenges for encounter prediction. One immediate observation is
the blackhole attack [6], in which a malicious node can provide
forged metrics to other nodes that it comes in contact with and
attract packets from them. After receiving these forwarded
packets, the malicious node can either drop them or utilize
them to launch other, more sophisticated attacks. In traditional
networks including mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), nodes
have additional evidence, such as geographical, temporal, or
structural leashes, to detect and isolate malicious nodes that
launch blackhole attacks. However, in DTNs, such evidence is
usually either unavailable or difficult to gather. Therefore, in
DTNs, it is important to secure the contact evidence to prevent
malicious nodes from providing false contact information.

In this paper, we first introduce the notion of encounter
tickets from the perspective of routing and packet forwarding.
When two nodes meet, they generate an encounter ticket
that carries a timestamp. Based on a commonly trusted PKI,
both nodes sign the ticket with their private keys. In our
scheme, when a node reveals its contact history to another
node, it is required to submit the encounter tickets instead of
a compressed list containing only node IDs and the number of
contacts previously employed by other schemes, as shown in
Fig. 1. This idea is simple but powerful. It greatly increases
the cost incurred by an attacker who launches blackhole
attacks, which shall be confirmed by the results presented in
Section VII.



Despite enforcing encounter tickets, the attacker can still use
advanced techniques such as tailgating to boost its metrics.
To thwart such attacks, we propose the ticket-based history
interpretation scheme. When one node A needs to decide
whether to forward a packet to another node B in order to have
it delivered to node C, it constructs the following proposition
– B is able to reach C within delay requirement D. Node
A also maintains an evolving graph [7] to reflect its view
of the encounter history. Each link in the graph is based on
one verified encounter ticket that A has received. Node A
makes observations on the basis of its evolving graph and
delay requirement D, and uses the observation results to form
its trust opinion towards the proposition stated above.

In the encounter prediction, we develop a belief system to
evaluate a forwarding candidate’s competency based on the
Dempster-Shafer theory. The belief assignment will not only
reflect node A’s belief towards the competency of forwarding
candidate B, but also reflect its confidence of the prediction
through the measured uncertainty. The formed trust opinion
can be regarded as the result of our encounter prediction
system, REP. After this process, node A uses the formed trust
opinion to decide whether to forward the packet to B.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We examine both basic and advanced blackhole attacks

and the damage they can potentially cause in DTNs.
2) We introduce the notion of encounter tickets in DTNs.

Encounter tickets are verifiable contact evidences that
guarantee the truthfulness of DTN routing metrics.

3) We design a novel method of interpreting the contact
history, in which we link the contact history with the
current delivery requirements through observations.

4) We propose an encounter prediction system. Nodes form
predicted opinions towards future contacts by utilizing
the time information recorded in the encounter tickets.

5) We conduct extensive analysis and real-trace-driven sim-
ulations to prove the applicability and advantages of the
ticket-based encounter prediction scheme.

II. RELATED WORK

For the related work, we first review the existing DTN
routing protocols to show the importance of the truthfulness
of the routing metrics. Second, we examine the existing
prevention techniques against blackhole attacks in MANETs
and show why these techniques fail in DTNs. We also include
a brief summary of the major trust management systems as
the basis of our encounter prediction system.

A. Metric-based DTN routing protocols

DTNs attempt to route packets via intermittently-connected
nodes. This new concept has attracted much research interest.
Most of the previous work on DTNs has been based on
various assumptions regarding connectivity and the availability
of environmental knowledge and control [1], [8], [9], [10].
Some of them even assume that nodes know all future contact
information. Since the real mobility trace [2], [11] in the
recent experimental DTNs appear to be cyclic to a large extent,

several recently-proposed routing protocols in DTNs designed
metrics to summarize the information of contact history. These
metric-based DTN routing protocols [3], [12] use history to
predict the future and are widely applicable. However, all of
them assume the truthfulness of the history information and
omit the possibility of attacks by providing faked metrics.

B. Attacks with forged metrics in MANETs

The blackhole attack [6], and other attacks with forged
metrics, such as wormhole attacks [13], have attracted sig-
nificant research interest in MANETs. When launching a
wormhole attack, an adversary connects two distant points in
the network using a direct low-latency communication link,
known as the wormhole link. The attacker uses the wormhole
link to claim and distribute falsified connectivity metrics in
an effort to affect routing. The existing countermeasures to
these attacks with forged metrics mainly focus on utilizing
geometric properties and inherent restrictions of the network.
Some of them consider geographical [14] and temporal packet
leashes [15]. Others define forbidden substructures [13] in the
connectivity graph according to the underlying communication
model and graph theory, and detect such substructures to
decide whether attackers exist. Since the connectivity or other
routing-related metrics comply to certain rules and restrictions
in MANETs, these countermeasures are applicable. However,
in DTNs, such rules and restrictions of connectivity are invalid
due to high mobility and a dynamic topology. Some routing
metrics, such as the historical contact probability, are provided
by the possible forwarder itself and are hard to verify. This
makes the existing countermeasures inapplicable in DTNs.

The idea of provable encounters was also introduced in [16].
However, the scheme in [16] only guarantees that the attacker
cannot fabricate acceptable evidence to claim an encounter
happened later than the actual encounter time, since hash-chain
is used as the verifier. Therefore, this scheme is too restricted
in the DTNs, because only last-encounter-based prediction
systems such as [5] will benefit from it. In this paper, the
prediction metric is not constrained by last-encounter time.

C. Trust management systems

Various frameworks [17], [18] have been designed to model
trust networks and have been used as trust management sys-
tems. Most trust management systems allow each node to build
its own view of other nodes based on its own observations as
well as on recommendations from others. Reputation systems,
such as CONFIDANT [19] and CORE [20], divide the trust
opinion into belief and disbelief. In [21], uncertainty is added
and considered to be an important dimension of trust. In DTNs,
nodes collect information through direct communication in a
distributed manner and form trust opinions based on collected
encounter evidence. However, uncertainty is unavoidable as
inaccuracy and incompleteness always exist in the collected
information. In this paper, we utilize the Dempster-Shafer the-
ory [22] and develop a method for evaluating the competency
of a possible forwarder based on the contact history.



III. UNDERLYING ROUTING MODEL

The following statements compose the underlying assump-
tions of our proposal: 1) each node has a fixed buffer size for
carrying messages; 2) the packet transmission opportunities
are limited in terms of both duration and bandwidth; 3) each
node holds a unique ID and a public/private key pair; 4) each
packet has a delay requirement D; 5) nodes communicate
using radio transmissions. If two nodes reside within the
transmission range of each other, then they are considered
neighbors; 6) each node holds a public key certificate issued
by the PKI.

Our encounter prediction scheme can be directly used in
metric-based routing algorithms, such as MaxProp [3] and
ProPHET [4]. These routing protocols are designed to increase
the throughput and lower the latency under the above assump-
tions, which are close to the realistic DTN environment. There
are typically three stages in metric-based routing: neighbor
discovery, packet transmission, and storage management.

Nodes make forwarding decisions solely based on the
acquired metrics after neighbor discovery. The estimated de-
livery likelihood is considered to be the central metric in
these routing algorithms. Since nodes do not have a priori
knowledge of network connectivity, they can only estimate
whether the delivery will succeed in the future based on past
experiences. A simple counting method is usually used in
metric-based routing algorithms. If two nodes have come in
contact many times before, the likelihood of their encounter in
the future is considered to be high. Since DTNs usually appear
to be repetitive in nature, this estimated delivery likelihood is
meaningful when making forwarding decisions. Assume node
A has packets to be delivered to node C. Now, if node A
meets another node B that has high likelihood of meeting the
destination C, then A will replicate and forward the packets to
B. Therefore, A’s estimated delivery likelihood of B meeting
C summarizes A’s evaluation of B’s competency to send
packets to C under the delay requirement D.

Since both buffer size and transmission duration are limited,
as the number of replications increases, a packet’s forwarding
priority decreases, making it more likely to be dropped. To
simplify the discussion, we assume that a packet can be
replicated and forwarded to, at most, a pre-defined number
of forwarders before being deleted from the buffer.

IV. SECURING EVIDENCES WITH ENCOUNTER TICKETS

Packets in DTNs are opportunistically routed towards the
destination, making them robust against simple attacks [23]
such as packet dropping attacks. However, in a realistic re-
source constrained DTN environment, the attacker can greatly
reduce the average throughput by providing forged information
to attract packets.

A. Attacks with forged information

In the general case, an attacker who forges information aims
to cause a severe drop in network throughput. The attacker
accomplishes this by falsifying its contact history in an effort
to boost its estimated delivery likelihood by reporting its
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Fig. 2. The process of encounter exchange.

number of previous contacts with some popular destination at
the maximum permissible value. This has two effects, both of
which cause packets to be drawn towards the attacker instead
of its correct destination. A source node encountering the
attacker will try to send most of its packets to the attacker,
since the attacker’s estimated delivery likelihood to popular
destinations is high. This creates the belief that the packets
have been favorably forwarded. Depending on the forwarding
strategy and queueing policy in use, this might hamper future
forwarding of the packets and/or lead to premature dropping
of the packets. Due to the transitivity, the predicted delivery
metrics reported by the attacker will affect the estimated
delivery likelihood of other nodes. This will cause a shift in
gradient for all destinations towards the attacker as the ‘center
of gravity’.

An attacker can also target a specific node, say a source
or a destination, to launch attacks instead of reducing the
network throughput. When isolating a destination, the attacker
can report its estimated delivery likelihood towards a partic-
ular destination node at the maximum permissible value. By
stealing packets intended for a particular node, the attacker
can issue an acknowledgement after receiving each packet for
its target. This will cause the packet to be removed from the
network, thereby greatly reducing its chance of reaching the
actual destination. Consequently, the actual destination node
will be isolated from the nodes that contact the attacker.

When isolating a source, the attacker needs to contact the
source periodically to obtain the list of packets generated by
that source, adaptively change its estimated delivery likelihood
to attract these packets according to their distinct destinations,
and propagate fake acknowledgements to remove these pack-
ets. The attacker can also use a distinct fake ID for each contact
with the source node to convince the source that its packets
have been replicated and forwarded by different nodes.



B. Encounter ticket generation

If we can secure the evidence of each contact, blackhole
attackers will not be able to provide a false contact history.
The basic idea of our scheme is to generate an unforgeable
encounter ticket as the evidence for each contact. When node
A moves into node B’s transmission range at time t (or vice
versa), they will generate an encounter ticket as the evidence
for this contact.

Each node is issued a private key (RK) and public key
(PK) pair from the certificate authority CA, and a public key
certificate signed by the CA’s private key. A node also needs
to get the destination’s public key certificate, either by pre-
loading or exchanging, before it generates the packets for the
destination.

Frequency control. In the neighbor discovery phase, nodes
A and B know each other’s node IDs, which are included in
the hello message. They also need to exchange a public key
certificate if it is their first encounter. They authenticate each
other based on the public key in the certificate. The process
is shown in Fig. 2.

Each node divides the time domain into intervals, and the
length of the interval is a pre-defined network parameter. If
two nodes are in each other’s communication range, only one
encounter ticket will be generated in each time interval. After
exchanging the above information, the two nodes need to
decide upon a timestamp to uniquely identify the time they
encountered each other. The timestamp t in the encounter
ticket records the index of that interval.

Now the length of the time interval can be adjusted to find a
suitable tradeoff between the number of encounter tickets and
the accuracy of encounter history. Moreover, this frequency
control also reduces the number of encounter tickets that the
attacker can get when it follows another node or repeatedly
enters and leaves another node’s communication range.

Ticket generation. The node with the higher ID generates
a new ticket and includes the current time-stamp t, and node
IDs A, B in the ticket. The higher ID node then signs it using
its private key and sends it to the lower ID node. The lower
ID node checks the content of the received raw ticket, attaches
its signature if it finds the content to be accurate, sends the
signed ticket back to the originator, and stores a copy of the
signed ticket. The formal definition is as follows:

Definition 1: Encounter ticket: An encounter ticket is a
piece of evidence which certifies that nodes A and B encoun-
tered at time t. The encounter ticket has the following format:

ticket = A,B, t, ERKA{H(A|B|t)}, ERKB{H(A|B|t)}
The ticket includes both nodes’ signatures to prevent fabri-
cation and modification. Here we use H(∗) to denote a hash
function, A|B|t to denote the concatenation of A, B, and t, and
ERKA

{∗} to denote the encryption using node A’s private key.
Confirmation propagation. For confirmation, when a des-

tination correctly receives a packet, it generates an acknowl-
edgement which bears its signature. Assume A is the source
ID, C is the destination ID, and p denotes the packet ID. An
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acknowledgement has the following format:

ack = A,C, p, t, ERKC{H(A|C|p|t)}
To enforce the encounter ticket, two nodes exchange packets

according to Fig. 2 when they discover each other. Since the
encounter tickets and acknowledgements consist of IDs and
signatures, they are usually small compared to data packets.

C. Thwarting attacks with forged information

The encounter tickets prevent the attackers from claiming
non-existent encounters. Before accepting the encounter ticket
between B and C, node A verifies both B and C’s signatures
in the encounter ticket. Without C’s private key, the attacker B
cannot forge acceptable encounter tickets to boost its routing
metric to attract packets from A. The encryption scheme
ensures the truthfulness of the encounter evidence.

The required signature in the acknowledgement prevents
the attacker from counterfeiting the acknowledgement after
receiving each packet for its target. The attacker can only
drop its replication of the packet and cannot cause the packet
to be removed from the network. Since nodes authenticate
each other before generating the encounter tickets, the attacker
cannot use a fake ID for each contact with the source node.
Therefore, when isolating a source, the attacker cannot cheat
the source node by convincing it that its packets have been
replicated and forwarded through different forwarding nodes.

V. ROBUST HISTORY INTERPRETATION

Encounter tickets prevent attackers from giving forged con-
tacts to attract packets. However, the attacker can still boost
its estimated delivery likelihood by tailgating – an advanced
blackhole attack. In this section, we give a detailed description
of our ticket-based encounter prediction scheme, which aims
at thwarting advanced blackhole attacks in DTNs.
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A. Attacks with tailgating mobility pattern

Simply enforcing the encounter tickets and using a ticket-
counting mechanism, similar to MaxProp [3], to decide
whether or not a node is the qualified forwarder, cannot fully
prevent attacks in metric-based routing protocols. Addition-
ally, the simple ticket-counting mechanism abstracts the time
information in the encounter tickets, and leaves a convenient
way for the attacker to attract packets.

When isolating a destination, the attacker can tailgate the
target destination node for a sufficient period of time. Since
the target is one specific node, tailgating is easy to implement
and the attacker’s incurred cost is low since tailgating needs
to be carried out only once. The attacker can gather many
real encounter tickets during tailgating. This will boost the
attacker’s estimated delivery likelihood for the target as the
estimated delivery likelihood solely depends on the number of
previous encounters in current metric-based routing protocols
employed in DTNs. Although the frequency control technique
can reduce number of tickets an attacker will gather, it cannot
prevent the attacker from boosting its routing metric if the
attacker tailgate for a long enough period of time. After
tailgating, the malicious node simply moves around in the
network to attract and drop packets destined for the target
destination from other nodes. When isolating a source, the
malicious node tailgates the source node instead. By doing
so, the malicious node improves its chances of attracting more
packets from the source node.

B. History interpretation

To thwart the aforementioned advanced attack scenarios,
nodes need to interpret the collected encounter tickets in a way

that excludes the attackers’ tailgating patterns while reasonably
evaluating benign nodes. To accomplish this, after collecting
encounter tickets, each node generates a partial view of the
contact history represented by an evolving graph. An evolving
graph [7] is an indexed sequence of the subgraphs of a given
graph where the subgraph at a given index corresponds to
the network connectivity at the time interval indicated by the
index number. For each encounter ticket a node collects, a
link between the corresponding nodes is added to the subgraph
with the index number t. Fig. 5 (t1 to t4) shows the evolving
graph of each of the four snapshots in Fig. 3. Based on a
node’s current evolving graph, say node A’s, the proposition
– node B is able to transmit one packet to node C, given a
delay requirement D – describes the possible forwarder B’s
competency. Now node A should make observations based on
it’s accumulated encounter history toward this proposition as
the metric to evaluate B’s competency.

Node A makes observations based on the evolving graph.
Each observation starts at one distinct subgraph in which A
and B are directly connected. We assume that the index of
that subgraph is ts. The observation result indicates whether a
path over time exists on which the packet can traverse within
subgraphs ts to ts + D, as shown in Fig. 4. This kind of
path is called a journey. We use td to denote the ending time
of a journey. The corresponding variable, α for the existence
of such a path in the observation and β for nonexistence, is
incremented accordingly.

In our model, there are four possible situations for an
observation, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Here we use observation
time interval, defined as [ts,min{td, ts + D}], to represent
the time slots that an observation covers. For instance, the
observation time interval is [ts, td] in Fig. 4 (a), and the
observation time interval is [ts, ts + D] in Fig. 4 (b). In case
(a) (Fig. 4 (a)), there is no other direct contact between A and
B within [ts, td], and a journey exists from B to destination C
within [ts, td]. Therefore, we can apply the Dijkstra algorithm
and use the earliest arrival time as the cost metric to find the
best possible journey. Assuming A has a similar packet with
delay requirement D, B would be competent enough to finish
the forwarding task in this observation, making the observation
result a success. In case (b) (Fig. 4 (b)), since no such journey
exists within [ts, ts +D], the observation result is regarded as
a failure.

In case (c), the observation starting at ts has the best
possible journey to C ending at td. Since td− ts ≤ D, the ob-
servation result is a success. However, a second direct contact
between A and B exists, starting at ts′ , with ts < ts′ < td. The
observation starting at ts′ is also a success since a journey to C
within D exists. Since the observation starting at ts completely
overlaps the time interval of the observation starting at ts′ ,
we do not count it as a distinct direct contact. In case (d),
since the time intervals of the observations starting at ts and
ts′ only partly overlap each other, they should be counted
as two separate direct contacts. Therefore, in this case, two
observations are made – the result for the one starting at ts is
regarded as a failure and the result for the one starting at t′s



is regarded as a success. When a node A makes observations
of its current contact B, the observation should be defined as
below:

Definition 2: Observation: Node A makes one observation
on node B for each distinct direct contact between A and B in
the history. The observation starts at time ts and ends at time
min{td, ts + D}. If a journey from B to the destination C
exists in the sub-evolving graphs ts to ts +D, the observation
result is considered to be a success. Otherwise, it is a failure.

VI. ENCOUNTER PREDICTION AND DECISION MAKING

The history interpretation results, α (existence) and β (non-
existence), cannot be directly used in decision making. For
example, assuming A encounters one candidate B with α =
β = 5 and another candidate C with α = 2 and β = 1.
A cannot decide which candidate is better without further
evaluating the evidence.

A. Measuring competency and evidence sufficiency

Nodes need to measure both competency and evidence
sufficiency to make a comprehensive encounter prediction.
We follow the Dempster-Shafer theory [22] and develop a
belief reasoning process to measure both competency and
evidence sufficiency in a unified framework. The Dempster-
Shafer theory is a mathematical theory of evidence based
on belief functions and plausible reasoning that is used to
combine separate pieces of information (evidence) to calculate
the probability of an event.

We can formalize the encounter prediction problem in the
Dempster-Shafer theory as follows. Remember, node A which
has a packet, has a proposition to decide the competency of
node B. Let X be the set of all states under A’s consideration.
The power set, P(X), is the set of all possible sub-sets of X ,
including the empty set. Here: X = {{B is competent}, {B
is incompetent}}, and P(X) = {∅, {B is competent}, {B is
incompetent}, X}. According to the Dempster-Shafer theory,
the next step is to find a proper mass assignment for P(X).

We use Bayesian inference as the bridge to connect obser-
vation results with the mass assignment. Bayesian inference is
a statistical model in which evidence or observations are used
to update or to newly infer the probability that a hypothesis
is true. The beta distribution, Beta(α, β), is used here in
the Bayesian inference. The beta distribution is a family of
continuous probability distributions defined on [0, 1] differing
in the values of their two non-negative shape parameters, α and
β. To start with, node A uses prior Beta(1, 1) for B. When a
new observation is made, α or β is accordingly incremented.
The prior Beta(α, β) is then updated. The distribution of
Beta(α, β) reflects the distribution of the delivery likelihood
of node B to destination C under D. Therefore, the mass
assignment to P(X) should be based on Beta(α, β)

Evidence sufficiency measurement. We first consider how
to assign a proper mass for X in P(X). Here, X includes the
scenario that candidate B is either competent or incompetent.
Therefore, the mass assigned to the set X in P(X) should be
node A’s uncertainty towards the competency of candidate B.

TABLE I
A’S BELIEF ASSIGNMENT TOWARDS CANDIDATE B

Hypothesis Mass Belief Plausibility
Null (neither) 0 0 0

Competent b = α
(α+β) (1− u) b b + u

Incompetent d = β
(α+β) (1− u) d d + u

Either u = 12·α·β
(α+β)2·(α+β+1)

1 1

We use uncertainty metric u, which is defined in our previous
work [21], as the mass assignment towards X . Here, u ∈
[0, 1]. After examining the major statistical metrics of the Beta
distribution, we find that the normalized variance satisfies the
requirement. Therefore, we define u as follows:

u =
12 · α · β

(α + β)2 · (α + β + 1)
(1)

The variance is multiplied by a constant (12), which makes
u = 1 when α = β = 1. The total certainty is (1 − u). This
uncertainty reflects the adequacy of the observations.

Competency evaluation. For the certainty part, we should
assign mass according to the proportion of supporting evidence
in the observation results. Therefore, for the set that {B is
competent}, we should assign following mass b according to
standard Bayesian inference:

b = E(Beta(α, β))(1− u) =
α

(α + β)
(1− u) (2)

Similarly, the mass d for the set {B is incompetent} can be
defined. Table I summarizes the belief assignment.

Aging in prediction. When predicting encounters, we want
to give the fresh evidence more weight to prevent the attacker
from succeeding by being in a non-attacking mode for a
period of time and then attacking. Assume a node A starts
k observations with node B over a pre-defined period of time.
Among these observations, s of them are considered to be
successful. A will update α and β at the end of this period by
introducing a moving weighted average as follows:

{
α ← µ · α + s

β ← µ · β + (k − s)
(3)

The weight µ is a discount factor for past experiences which
serves as the fading mechanism. αi denotes the total number of
recorded successes and βi denotes the total number of recorded
failures after counting the ith time window. α0 = β0 = 1.

B. Decision rules

A node should select and forward the packets to the most
competent forwarders with sufficient contact evidences. The
forwarding decision rules are critical for curtailing attacks.
Fortunately, we can further utilize the Dempster-Shafer theory
in making comprehensive decisions.

Shafer’s framework allows for belief about propositions to
be represented as intervals bounded by two values – belief
(or support) and plausibility; belief ≤ plausibility. Belief in
a hypothesis is constituted by the sum of the masses of all
sets enclosed by it. It is the amount of belief that directly
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Fig. 5. An evolving graph summarizes the encounter history. Node B is the
attacker.

supports a given hypothesis at least in part, forming a lower
bound. Plausibility is 1 minus the sum of the masses of all
sets whose intersection with the hypothesis is empty. It is
an upper bound on the possibility that the hypothesis could
possibly happen, i.e. it ‘could possibly happen’ up to that
value, because there is only so much evidence that contradicts
that hypothesis. The belief and plausibility of candidate B are
both listed accordingly in Table I.

With the lower bound belief and upper bound plausibility,
nodes can make more comprehensive decisions, and make
forwarding policies according to their own characteristics.
An extremely aggressive node would choose the candidate
with the highest plausibility as the best candidate. A more
conservative node would choose a candidate based on their
belief. We can use a characteristic factor c to depict a node’s
aggressiveness, where c ∈ [0, 1]. Node A should use the metric
(1− a) ·Belief + a · Plausibility as the metric to compare
the forwarding candidates.

After the pre-selection, we can apply the original metric-
based routing protocols to the qualified possible forwarders
that are accepted in the pre-selection phase. We substitute
the estimated delivery likelihood metric in the metric-based
routing protocols with our metric. By doing so, the metric-
based routing algorithms are protected from tailgating attack-
ers while reasonably evaluating ordinary nodes’ competency.

C. Thwarting advanced attacks

The ticket-based encounter prediction scheme offers protec-
tion against advanced attacks in two ways: 1) the definition
of observation renders tailgating useless; 2) the decision rules
based on the belief and uncertainty guarantee the forwarder’s
competence as well as the sufficiency of evidence.

An attacker B can tailgate a target node C when B aims
to isolate C as a destination. B would be able to get many
real encounter tickets before it contacts the possible sources
like A. Since each observation starts at a distinct previous
contact between A and B, the tickets that B gets from
tailgating cannot increase α, which is the number of A’s
observations with a successful result. Similarly, for the case
that B tailgates A to isolate A as a source, B’s β increases
for the same reasons as discussed above. In our encounter
prediction scheme, belief reflects source A’s prediction of B’s
competency based on A’s experience of B’s competency in

similar situations in the contact history, and uncertainty reflects
the sufficiency of the experience. To become a favorable
forwarder and attract packets, the attacker needs to rapidly
move between source and destination to increase A’s belief,
as well as repeat the journey many times to keep up with the
evidence sufficiency requirement. Therefore, the cost of the
attack is high and the scope of the attacker is restricted.

As an example, we show the process of node A’s forwarding
decision. Fig. 5 shows the encounter history from time t1 to
time t10. Assume A generates a packet for G with D = 3 at
time t9 and c = 1 in Fig. 5. At time t9, A meets B. B is an
attacker. It tailgates G between t1 and t3, and moves to A to
attract packets. If we interpret the contact history by simply
using a ticket-counting mechanism, B has a good chance of
becoming the forwarder since it encounters G three times.
However, using our definition of observation to interpret the
history, only two observations will be made. One starts at t7
and this observational result is a failure since no journey exists
between B and G in t8, t9, and t10. The observation starting
at t4 has a similar situation. Therefore, α = 1 and β = 3.
Now, u = 0.45 and b = 0.14, where b = 0.28 for the possible
alternative forwarder C. Hence, B cannot attract the packet.

VII. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

We conduct simulation studies to evaluate the effectiveness
of our ticket-based encounter prediction scheme in preventing
blackhole attacks. We compare the effectiveness of our model
with two other techniques: MaxProp and random propagation.

A. Simulation setup

We ran trace-driven simulations with different blackhole
attack scenarios. We used the real trace from UMassDiesel-
Net [2] as the basis of honest nodes’ mobility patterns. In our
simulations, a blackhole attacker is always an intermediate
node, while an honest node can be a source, a destination,
or an intermediate node. To illustrate the overall network
throughput, all honest nodes generate traffic destined for other
randomly chosen honest nodes. Since nodes may join or leave
the network at any time, some packets may never be delivered
even when attackers are not present. Nodes carry a 5 MB
buffer in our simulation studies, and packets will be deleted
when the buffer is full. In all our simulations, packets are 10
KB in size, the default maximum number of replications is 3,
each signature is 128 bits, and the default packet generation
rate for each honest node is 12 packets/hr.

The total number of nodes in the network is 33. Of these 33
nodes, we randomly assign blackhole attackers, and at any
given time at most 5 such nodes can exist. A blackhole
attacker, similar to an honest node, follows the real trace,
except for the results presented in Fig. 8 in which we modify
the trace to simulate the tailgating mobility pattern. In our
simulation studies, we primarily focus on two parameters: (1)
the number of packets attracted, and (2) the percentage of
packet drops caused by blackhole attackers. The former depicts
the efficiency, and the latter measures the extent of damage
caused by the blackhole attackers.
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Fig. 6. The effectiveness of enforcing encounter tickets.
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Fig. 7. Effectiveness of different steps in the encounter prediction.

B. Simulation results

In Figs. 6(a) to 6(d), we compare the situation in which we
enforce encounter tickets with the situation in which nodes can
claim previous encounters without evidences. Each blackhole
attacker adds 100 falsified encounters with random node ID
and time-stamp in its encounter list.

In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we adjust the packets sent per hour
to show the effect of blackhole attacks. We randomly select 3
nodes (10%) to be blackhole attackers. In Fig. 6(a), nodes trust
all the previous contact information provided by a possible
forwarder. Since there is no verification without enforcing
encounter tickets, blackhole attackers can attract most of the
packets generated by the nodes which they actually encounter.

Comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we can see a significant
increase in the delivery rate of the MaxProp algorithm, which
shows the extent of damage caused by the blackhole attackers.
MaxProp simply uses the number of encounters to determine
each node’s competence for forwarding a packet. When a
node has false contacts, it will be considered to be the most
competent node for forwarding to all destinations.

The falsified encounters cannot affect the delivery rate of
random propagation. In random propagation, the forwarding
decision is made without considering any routing metrics de-
rived from the contact history. Although random propagation is
the most robust scheme against blackhole attacks, its delivery
rate is significantly lower than the other two schemes when
we enforce encounter tickets, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

The requirement of encounter tickets is also important for
the encounter prediction scheme, although improvement from
Figs. 6(a) to 6(b) seems incremental. This is because the

encounter prediction scheme restricts the pattern that one ob-
servation will be counted as a success. However, requirement
of provable evidence is still necessary since the attackers can
fake evidences following certain kinds of patterns. In Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d), we adjust the number of blackhole attackers and
compare the number of packets attracted by the attackers.
Without the encounter tickets, a large number of packets will
be attracted and dropped. This further proves the destructive-
ness of blackhole attacks in the absence of encounter tickets.

In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), we enforce the encounter tickets and
examine the effectiveness of our encounter prediction scheme
under different attack scenarios. In Fig. 8(a), the blackhole
attackers tailgate one particular source to isolate it during each
round of simulation. Under this scenario, the random propa-
gation scheme is the most affected. When an attacker tailgates
a source node, its probability of being selected as a competent
forwarder increases significantly based on frequent encounters
with the source node. However, our encounter prediction and
MaxProp schemes are comparatively less affected by this
attack scenario since the tickets for encountering the source
can neither increase the delivery likelihood metric in MaxProp
nor raise the belief in the encounter prediction scheme.

In Fig. 8(b), blackhole attackers aim at isolating random
selected destinations, and each accumulates 40 real encounter
tickets by tailgating one particular destination before contact-
ing other nodes. MaxProp is the most affected scheme in
this scenario, since the real encounter tickets will increase
the blackhole attackers’ delivery likelihood to the destination
when evaluated by other nodes in the DTN. The delivery rate
in our encounter prediction scheme is improved by almost 30%
on average, since the continuous encounters cannot increase
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Fig. 8. Delivery rate in different attack scenarios.

the number of successes in the observations, and blackhole
attackers cannot attract packets and affect the delivery rate.

Figs. 7(a) through 7(c) show the effectiveness of different
steps in our encounter prediction scheme, where the attacker
aims to isolate a randomly selected destination. In Fig. 7(a),
we assume the blackhole attackers tailgate destination nodes
from 06:00:00 to 07:00:00 everyday. When there is only one
attacker, it can only attract half of the packets compared to the
ticket-counting case. Using our method to interpret the history
clearly restricts the blackhole attacker.

In Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), three blackhole attackers tailgate
destination nodes only on the first day. We turn the pre-
selection decision rule on and off in Fig. 7(b) to show the
necessity of evaluating the sufficiency of evidence. Here, an
honest node uses its average uncertainty as the threshold. As
time passes, the honest nodes accumulate more tickets and
consequently the uncertainty threshold becomes more strict.
Therefore, the attacker will be filtered out in the pre-selection
phase by most of the honest nodes that it encounters. In
Fig. 7(c), the aging weight is 0.5. The figure shows that the
number of packets attracted by the blackhole attacker sharply
decreases when we use an aging mechanism (aging period is
one day in this simulation).

Our simulation results can be summarized as follows: 1)
Without mandating encounter tickets, the blackhole attackers
can greatly decrease the delivery rate in DTNs; 2) The number
of packets attracted and dropped by the attackers is signifi-
cantly lower when using the ticket-based encounter prediction
scheme, compared to MaxProp or random propagation; 3) Our
encounter prediction scheme restricts the effect of tailgating in
advanced attacks, tailgating cannot bring more advantages to
the attacker than the random movement; 4) History interpre-
tation, competency evaluation, evidence sufficiency checking,
and aging are effective steps in thwarting advanced attacks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Several DTN routing algorithms adopt the estimated deliv-
ery likelihood as the primary routing metric. With this comes
the risk of malicious nodes providing forged metrics to attract
packets for launching attacks. In this paper, we propose an
encounter ticket scheme to secure the evidence of contacts,
upon which nodes base their computed belief and uncertainty
towards the competence of each potential forwarding node.

Then, using the encounter prediction scheme proposed in this
paper consisting of history interpretation, competency evalu-
ation, evidence sufficiency checking, and aging, nodes make
forwarding decisions that prevent attackers from boosting their
routing metrics. In the future, we plan to investigate collusion
between malicious nodes. Two attackers can generate many
encounter tickets with false future time-stamps. It is similar to
the false praise attack in the trust system.
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